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Abstract

Many universities, specifically their technology licensing offices, are very active in technology transfer and technology commercialization. In addition to that, part of technology transfers and commercialization are being done by venture capitalists due to complex processes with TLO-mediated commercialization processes. However, it seems that a combined model with these two models can make up for disadvantages from each model to enhance the rate of successful technology transfer or commercialization. Some cases occurred in the southern part of United States will be discussed for these model analysis.
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1. Introduction

The main sources of technology transfer and commercialization are inventors in universities, public-funded research institutes, private research labs, companies and individuals¹. Technology commercialization can be viewed as multi-stage continuation process from a technology source to end-users of the realized form of the technology². The first Proof of Concept phase, where principal investigator and proof of concept center are mainly involved, is regarded as the most critical in the commercialization process. The second Company Launch phase centers on setting up a new company that is responsible to generate commercial value based on an identified technology in the first phase. In this stage, Technology Licensing Offices (TLO) operates as a dual search mechanism identifying technology within the university and, simultaneously, finding a place for it in industry³. This helps to reduce information asymmetries encountered in the scientific world and the commercial market⁴. The services provided by a TLO include: handling of industrial research contracts, general management of intellectual property, identification of technology transfer opportunities, commercialization of inventions/knowledge, assistance in monitoring and applying for research grants and subsidies and establishment of information flows between academia and business⁵. The last Company Scale-up phase involves incubators and innovation capitalists. A business incubator functions as a vehicle for linking technology, entrepreneurs, small and large firms and sources of capital for technology development and commercialization. As for an innovation capitalist, it is regarded as an innovation intermediary that mediates large firm’s interactions with external sources of innovation. In particular, it seeks out promising new ideas from independent inventors and other sources, invests in those ideas to transform them into market-ready concepts and sells (or licenses) the related intellectual properties to large client firms⁶–⁷. In particular, resource-constrained
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SMEs are at a disadvantage compared with larger counterparts. Thus it is advisable to establish support programs and ecosystem for them\textsuperscript{8–10}. Despite these various articles had published, we are still in need of improved understanding of technology commercialization ecosystem models for successful collaborative networks to generate and transform innovative discoveries into commercially viable products.

2. Technology Commercialization Platform Models

2.1 A New TLO-centered Platform Model

Technology licensing offices must now work as an integrated team with other players in the network (e.g., accelerators, incubators, business and technical mentors, investors, etc.) to perform more effectively as an intermediary for technology transfer and commercialization. Reflecting this call, many universities that are very active in technology transfer and commercialization are broadening the scope and role of their TLOs in the process\textsuperscript{12,13}. The Center for Technology Transfer and Enterprise Creation (CTTEC) at Carnegie Mellon University is an example of this new type of TLO-centered platform model. The overall flow of the innovation transfer process at CTTEC, illustrated in Figure 1, is not much different from the general process in any TLO. However, a critical distinction from the generic model is the close involvement of external players in the evaluation and ultimate commercialization of the disclosed invention. At various stages of the process, community advice and resources such as business and technical mentors, service providers and investors are involved, providing feedback, coaching and guidance to maximize the potential of the technology commercialization and startup creation. In particular, in addition to this support in various stages, CTTEC imposes a real-world based evaluation on innovation concepts in both the early proof-of-concept stage and the late marketing (licensee search) stage. To facilitate this function of evaluation and support, CTTEC builds and maintains the Expert Database, which keeps track of experts and resources (both individuals and companies) that can provide management, talent, investment and commercial partnership to CTTEC-generated startups. As such, CTTEC itself plays the central role of platform for technology commercialization, linking across many other players in the ecosystem.

Figure 1. Innovation Transfer Process (Carnegie-Mellon University)\textsuperscript{11}.

On the global dimension of a TLO-centered platform model, a specialized unit for international collaboration must work with other units in order for the TLO to function as a global technology commercialization network platform. In the case of Georgia Tech, such a mission is assigned to the Enterprise Innovation Institute (EI\textsuperscript{2}), which focuses on extending business opportunities to global state-of-the-art technology partners. A recent example of EI\textsuperscript{2}’s activities was to team up with the Korea Institute for Advancement of Technology to help several Korean companies find business opportunities in the U.S. by supporting five labs at Georgia Tech and linking these labs with those Korean companies for collaboration in technology commercialization. The EI\textsuperscript{2} and the OIE (Georgia Tech’s TLO) are organizationally separate units. However, because the OIE must eventually work on license contracts for patented technologies when the collaboration reaches that stage, we can broadly view the combination of “TLO + EI\textsuperscript{2} + other units” as a global technology commercialization network platform around Georgia Tech. Note that, while we recognize this TLO-centered platform as a primary model for several U.S. universities that have strong technology-based innovations, this model has some limited applicability. Thus, below we discuss an alternative model that complements the limitations.

2.1 A Global Innovation Capitalist-Mediated Platform Model

An important limitation of the TLO-centered model is that it often slows down and even unintentionally block, the process of technology commercialization. That is because in principle, every technology with commercial
potential should pass through the TLO and the TLO may not always have the full capacity or expertise to provide proper evaluations and services for moving the technology to the next step. Involving external players in the process, as in the case of CTTEC, helps mitigate these issues but does not entirely eliminate the loophole. This often causes discontent and frustration for technology inventors (typically university researchers), who then might be tempted to circumvent the TLO for commercialization or even not disclose their inventions at all to avoid the hassle they have to go through. In fact, these kinds of dissatisfaction with TLOs frequently came up during our interviews with the experts in this field. The innovation capitalist-mediated platform is an alternative model that addresses many of these issues. From our study on the commercialization network surrounding Georgia Tech, we figure out that innovation capitalists play the role of an independent platform that links technology innovators, sponsors and users of the technology. The emergence of innovation capitalists as a global intermediary is closely related to the fast advancement of Internet and telecommunications technologies, which has substantially reduced the search cost of potential business partners. In fact, CEO at innovation capitalist firm presents his business model as a much more efficient global platform than TLOs. Innovation capitalists fundamentally work for profit by serving business clients who are searching for technology solutions for their practical business problems. In this aspect, one salient weakness in this model is that it cannot be a standalone platform for technology commercialization. In other words, we still need other players to build an overall ecosystem in which community service, coaching and mentorship, entrepreneurship education, and university startups and spin-offs actively emerge over time. Also, from the perspective of SMEs, who normally lack sufficient resources to employ the innovation capitalists, the cost of using an innovation capitalist might not be justifiable, particularly given the small market size that they target initially. Hence, in an innovation capitalist-mediated platform, SMEs can potentially face the risk of being marginalized.

2.3 A Hybrid Multi-Platform Model

Examining the two platform models that appear to take quite different approaches, we find that both of these models can in fact form a complementary relationship to each other. The new TLO-centered model is already a considerable improvement over the conventional TLO model by functioning the role of the ‘innovation center’ as a network core, rather than as a mere licensing office. Innovation capitalists, by linking between the supply side and demand side of technology, perform the role of “catalyst” that facilitates the commercialization of technologies that fall out of the TLO-centered platform. However, we also find a few other players that perform crucial roles to complete the picture: 1) large firms that have local ties and investment interests and 2) community resources such as federal and state-funded programs as well as non-profit organizations. Though each of these other players cannot be a standalone platform, they perform indispensable roles for technology commercialization. Thus, if we add these other players that complement the functions of these two small platforms, we can come up with a hybrid, multi-platform model of technology commercialization. Figure 2 illustrates this composite platform model. In this figure, the boxes indicate players with the box size representing the relative importance of role in the ecosystem. Similarly, the arrows indicate the flow of information and knowledge between players with the arrow width representing the relative magnitude of information/knowledge. In this hybrid model, university researchers are still the primary generator of technological inventions, which are, in principle, all moved first to the domain of the innovation center. TLO, as the gatekeeper of the innovation center that also includes startups and scaled-up companies, investors, and global arms, works closely innovation capitalists and community resources as well as with other parts of the innovation center in evaluating and realizing the commercial potential of the disclosed inventions. In particular, its global arms help broaden the scope of potential transaction partners by outreach to firms and organizations that can co-develop or purchase the technologies in their portfolio.

Notice that, in this model, SMEs play multiple roles. First, SMEs can function as innovators, primarily tied to universities as direct spin-offs or technology-based startups with linkages to universities through faculty involvement in management and scientific advisory board. These ‘linked’ SMEs can separately join the innovation center as NUCOs (Near-University Companies), benefiting from the platform services. Second, SMEs can also be a part of the innovation center, typically at the stage of startup, nurtured to be ready for the next phase of growth trajectory. Third, SMEs can be on the demand side of technology,
searching for technologies that help solve the particular problems they face. Obviously, the same SME can play different roles, at each of the different growth stages and technological advancements. This multifaceted role of SMEs in the ecosystem contrasts with that of large firms, which are primarily on the side of demand and support for technology commercialization.

Again, these types of intermediation can be more effectively done by innovation capitalists than by the innovation center, which, for the most part, is better suited for matches between small innovating researchers/firms and large technology clients. Large corporate firms also play a crucial role in this platform in many different ways. They are primarily the buyers of university-generated technologies through licensing or outright purchase.

![Figure 2. Hybrid Multi-Platform Model.](image)

Innovation capitalists have competitive advantages in the global search for licensees and state-of-the-art technologies, thus complementing the search function of the innovation center to maximize the potential of optimal match between technology supply and demand. They can also directly connect researchers with potential technology clients, typically large global firms, so that the commercialization process can be expedited. In fact, the innovation center network is not well suited for this type of direct matching. In particular, innovation capitalists can help SMEs for the information/technology search by mediating between: SMEs that need problem-solving technologies and those with relevant technology solutions; and SMEs that have commercializable inventions and those are potential licensees of the technologies.

Of IP rights. More often than not, they hire innovation capitalists to scout new technologies that can solve their technical issues or help develop new business opportunities. Also, large firms more indirectly provide an infrastructure for technology commercialization by sponsoring basic and applied research and by providing financial and non-financial support for community resources. In particular, business mentoring services that large corporate executives bring to the ecosystem through community resources are critical for helping startups and SMEs properly evaluate their technology potential and locate optimal target markets. They can also perform an anchoring role in building a region-specific infrastructure there by facilitating the on-shoring of foreign firms through direct investments or joint ventures.
In the case of Georgia, large corporations such as Coca-Cola, AT&T, General Motors, UPS, Delta and Home Depot are actively involved in the ecosystem, playing these multiple roles in different sections of the greater platform. The final piece of the hybrid platform is the community resources that comprise federal and state-level initiatives and organizations as well as private organizations that collectively provide the complementary services to technology commercialization. In the case of Georgia, numerous public programs such as The Innovation Corps (I-Corps), which is an NSF-funded program started that in early 2012, Georgia Research Alliance (GRA) established in 1990 as an independent non-profit organization and Georgia Department of Economic Development (GDED), non-profit private organizations such Metro Atlanta Chamber of Commerce (MACOC) and other business entities join this effort. The primary role of these community resources is a provision of information and non-pecuniary incentives to the players in the ecosystem, including mentorship, training, education, networking opportunities, technical advice, outreach assistance and market research. Though not primary, their support often involves financial support in the form of research grant and seed funding. There is a close collaboration between the members within the community resources, as seen in the case of I-Corps and GRA. Apart from the direct support they provide, these community resources critically help foster the entrepreneurial environment around the geographic region, which in turn helps attract active agents of technology commercialization into the regional ecosystem, thereby reinforcing the cycle of positive feedback. Given the integral role of each player within the ecosystem and the close linkages across these players, the absence of any of these players or an unbalance between their roles can easily undermine the overall vitality of the global technology commercialization network platform. Nor can a single platform model be an effective system for maximizing the commercial potential of technologies that arise spontaneously. Therefore, we propose that the multi-platform model described in detail here serves as an effective ecosystem of global technology commercialization network platform.

3. Conclusion

It is suggested that any government involvement in the ecosystem not to cross over to the realm that is best addressed by private, for-profit entities such as innovation capitalists, venture capitalists, and established large corporations. Past experience in countries with the most sophisticated system demonstrates that the government is typically not a good capital investor and its direct intervention often results in market distortion. The government’s role should be limited to nurturing the startups to make them attractive to private venture capitalists. Consider the example of GRA. Though its funding resource comes entirely from the state government, GRA only provides funding for the proof of concept and the company launch phase, and, much less frequently, offers loan or seed funding for initial scale-up, but leaves to venture capitalists funding for full-fledged scaling up and market expansion. This controlled, indirect involvement of the government in the process of technology commercialization helps ensure the healthy formation and growth of the ecosystem.

It is expected that a combined model with these two models to enhance the rate of successful technology transfer of commercialization.
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